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Diary Dates
July
Monday 29th

Grade 5/6 Camp All Week

Wednesday 31st

Grade 3/4 Crack It Incursion

August
Thursday 1st

School Hats to be worn from today
Grade 3/4 Hooptime

Wednesday 7th

100 Days of Prep

Thursday 8th

Grade 2 Coopers Settlement Excursion

Reminder

Student banking— Every Friday
Lunch Orders - Every Monday and Friday
Term 3 Dates
Monday 15th July — Friday 20th September

From The Principal
Welcome back to term 3 everyone! We have certainly hit the ground running.
Facilities: During the holidays, the builders completed the new fire service, the deck in front of the prep
portables and made huge progress with the gym. At this stage, we are expecting the gym to be finished in
October.
This week, ‘Extendahand’ added a new step under the new monkey bars and soon a banner will be installed
to stop the sand from falling onto the footpath. This new playground has proved to be quite popular with all
of the kids. During term 3, every child will make something for the sensory part of the garden. Watch this
space!
2020 Enrolments: Just a reminder to either enrol preps for 2020 or let me know if your family is leaving the
school at any stage this year. Believe it or not, we have started to make plans for next year already!
Hats from August: The new guidelines form The Anti-Cancer Council include the wearing of hats from August
until May. Please locate your child’s school hat and have it ready for the start of August.
School Production: The 3-6 school production is almost over. I am always blown away to see how talented
our kids are. They have worked so hard to learn lines, dance moves and actions. We are all very proud of
their achievements. Thanks once again to the dedicated and hard-working staff behind the scenes,
particularly Renee Rawlinson, Stephanie Daniel and Aleksis Payne. We are lucky to have you at Banyule ps.

Parent Survey Time: Every year, DET randomly selects families to complete the school survey. If you received
survey information this week, thank you for your anticipated time in completing it. Your feedback is important
to us.
Natalie and I have spent some time this week looking at our school data. We have a history of positive survey
results (parent, staff and students) and high student achievement data. Our staff work extremely hard behind
the scenes to ensure every child’s learning needs are catered for in a positive learning environment. I am
proud to say that we are one of the top performing primary schools in the state. Thank you all for your
continued trust and support. It means a lot to us.

Our State Member of Parliament, Anthony Carbines visited us
this week to discuss the gym progress and the next phase of
potential capital funding to upgrade the rest of the school.
Pictured here with me is Anthony and David Symons, school
council president, standing inside the gym. It certainly is very
impressive!

Sharon Marmo

Bunnings Northland BBQ Fundraiser
Sunday 18th August
Banyule Primary has been selected to host the BBQ at Bunnings Northland
on Sunday 18th August.
If you are a parent and can spare a few hours between 8AM and 4PM to help
it would be greatly appreciated.

Please email bpandf@gmail.com or SMS David on 0410 568 020.
Banyule Primary School Parents & Friends

Guitar Lessons with Jack Say
Want your child to learn in a stimulating, encouraging and friendly environment?
I strive to provide my students with a balance of their own musical interests as well as vital
aural, kinesthetic and visual techniques, producing well-rounded players. With a particular
interest in younger learners, I have 4 years teaching experience and currently study at the
Melbourne Conservatorium of Music majoring in contemporary/Jazz guitar.

Please call or text for a trial lesson or further information on 0431336772.

Banyule Awards
  
Isabelle M

PCJ

Harry Y

PSN

Scarlett A

PTY

For putting in a lot of effort into your reading and writing this week. What a great start to term 3

Rem X

PRB

For always coming to school with a smile on his face. You make Prep RB very fun!!

Audrey S

PKB

For being such a polite and kind class member. You are a wonderful role model to those around you.

Taylor K

For being a beautiful friend to everyone in Prep CJ. You show care and compassion to everyone
around you!
For your excellent effort with your handwriting this week. You have tried so hard to use the dotted
thirds correctly, and it has really paid off! Well done Harry!

For your fantastic effort during Reading Workshops. Your positive attitude to learning is amazing

Hamish M

1CH

For starting Term 3 with a lot of more confidence and putting in a great amount of effort.

Grace S

1NT

For your positive and enthusiastic attitude towards learning. Your energy and inquisitive nature
makes you a delight to have in the classroom. Keep up the fantastic effort Grace!

Ryland P

1AM

For showing great enthusiasm towards you learning and classroom responsibilities. you always go
above and beyond. Keep it up superstar!

Devon R

2KD

For settling in so well to 2KD! You have worked so hard this week! Keep up the great work

Yolanda Z

2MA

For being an effort generator during writing and creating a fantastic news report. You did a
wonderful job! Your report was factual and fun to read. Well done, superstar!

Darcy R

2NC

For settling into Banyule life with ease. 2NC is so lucky to have you join us Darcy. We love your big
smile!

Jacob L

2DC

For your amazing efforts during Reading and Writing last week. All your hard work is paying off!
Keep it up Jacob!

Liam R

MLH

For making a wonderful start at Banyule Primary School. MLH are very lucky to have you!

Saanvi J

MNS

Brennon D

MJS

For settling in and making a fantastic start at Banyule Primary School. Congratulations on your first
week, Saanvi!
For showing resilience when times are tough and bringing a positive outlook to school every
single day.

James B

MWG For an excellent ‘Big Write’ Information report about America. Great work James to create an
engaging and informative piece.
MMW For always helping out in the classroom, as well as being a brilliant learner by taking on feedback and
applying it to her work. Well done Vivian!
MSN For including interesting and ambitious words in his poetry. Your poems have been a pleasure to
read, mate!
MJJ
For more regularly sharing his ideas and tasks within classroom discussions and reflection time.
It is great to hear you share, keep it up!

Vivian L
Charlie G
Ciaran W
Riley C

SMW

For your fantastic effort, accuracy and attention to detail whilst creating your fraction wall. Great

Maddie N

SNS

For the outstanding effort you display whilst working through mathematical tasks. You present all the
characteristics of a first class Effort Generator.

Hayden W

SSD

For remarkable resilience, excellent efforts and a positive approach in all areas.

Tian M-K

For excellent efforts, remarkable resilience and a positive approach to your schooling

Matilda W

SDG

William L

SMG

For being an effort generator, writing a detailed summary on our class novel ‘Just a Dog’.
Well done!
For being an effort generator when it comes to all things time! Awesome work, keep it up!

Maths Challenges
Each fortnight there will be a maths challenge in the school newsletter, set for the
different areas in the school- Prep-2, 3/4 and 5/6. All efforts will be valued and
there will be one winner from each area every fortnight. Each winner will be
awarded with a certificate and a small prize. Please place your entries into the
‘Maths Challenges’ box at the office. Make sure you write your name and class on
your entry.
Happy problem solving!
Miss Johnston
Challenge 1 (Due Thursday the 1st August)

Prep-2 Challenge
You want to buy 6 balloons for your friend’s birthday. They have red
and blue balloons left at the balloon shop. Draw the different
combinations of colours you could buy.

3/4 Challenge
A snail finds itself at the bottom of a deep well. The well is 1530
centimetres deep. Each day the snail struggles up 180 centimetres
and then stops to rest. While it is resting the snail slides
down 30 centimetres. How long before it reaches the
top of the well?

5/6 Challenge
A class enters a competition to design a new flag. They are given a
choice of five colours: blue, red, green, orange and yellow. The flag
must have three bands of colour, but the colours can be in any order.
How many different flags can the class design?

